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International starting point combined with deep insight into the Danish actors
andthe systemlandscape

Deeply engaged in the authorities’ handling of COVID-19 in a series of countries, including the

ongoing task of preparing the national vaccination programmes

Thorough knowledge of registers within the healthcare sector, other relevant registers and data

sources as well as vast experience with quick development of solutions for safe handling of data

and reporting

Vast experience with cold chain logistics from the drug area and related areas, which is central for

the implementation of the vaccination programme

Many years of experience with collaborating with central actors across the Danish health services,

and thorough insight into the existing components that quick and efficient mobilisation depends on

Extensive experience with preparation and management of complex programmes where

coordinated planning and execution of efforts across many types of branches and actors must be

ensured.
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tracks

A successful and efficient

vaccination programme is a result

ofcontrolled interaction between

various different efforts.
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The full vaccinationprogramme canbe structuredina series ofclosely connected
tracks

General strategy and principles for the programme,
for example clarity regardingthe relative

prioritisation of purposes (protect vs. contain}
Prioritisation of segments (order) based on

demography, medical records, geography etc.

Strongly connected to channel strategy, modelling of
execution and additional strategies respectively

Information to citizens regarding order
Information to citizens regarding practical
conditions

Information to relatives to citizens who are at

particular risk or legally incapacitated
Handling of complaints and misinformation

Information regarding coverage and possible side

effects of the vaccines

Central receiving centres and distribution centres

Differentiated logistics depending on the type of

vaccine {temperature requirements, multiple doses,

administration}
Distribution of vaccines to vaccination units

Tracking of the state of the vaccine batches

Monitoring and forecasting of stock

Continuous adjustments based on vaccine

deliveries

Procedures to avoid forgery
Management across public and private actors

Monitoring and documentation of cases of infection

among vaccinated citizens

Monitoring of how long the various types of vaccines

provide immunity for

Monitoring of side effects and contraindications

International collaboration on effect studies

NATIONAL COVID-19

VACCINATION PROGRAMME

Channel strategy focusing on segments.
Establishment of channels for each segment
Balancing between push and pull
Balancing between stationary, mobile and

proactive units

Determine the organisation for each channel

Agreements with actors, including any private actors

Identification of individuals within each segment

Dimensioning of channels, including for

revaccination (need for training of employees)
Plan and prognosis for completion in terms of

available doses, capacity of vaccination units etc.

Follow-up on the completion status and coverage
for each segment

Booking system for vaccinations, including
stationary and mobile units

Support the planning of activities and travel for

mobile units and hause call units

Access to report vaccination

Consent retrieval {for example for house calls)

Possibly real time tracking of vaccines (Wiliot tags)

Data foundation for segmentation, public data

(registers, employee data etc.) as well as any external

data

Data regarding completed vaccinations for segments
and geography, contraindications and effect

Dashboard for the completion of the vaccination

programme

Monitoring of the supplier quality, for example
temperature fluctuations, in order to avoid waste
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Howdowe identify the individual citizen?Howdowedeterminethe size of the
segments?
The management ofthe vaccination programme must be based on clarity regarding the segment sizes and the individuals’

connections to these.

(SEGMENTATION )

The chronically ill

Citizens who are at

particular risk

Healthcare workers

Essential workers

Additional population

Res A

Segment 1

ee o

Segment N

Ni
PUBLIC DATA

(
HEALTH DATA

hd
OTHER DATA

The Danish authorisation register CPR

The register of Selected Chronic Employee data (for example KRL)
Diseases and Severe Mental Disorders elndkomst

(RUKS)

The organisation register of the Danish

health services (SOR)
The National Patient Register (LPR)

DREAM (job affiliation)
CVR findustrial classification codes

N

\

The Danish Vaccination Register (DDV)

\_ The Danish microbiologyd
(MiBa)

EXTERNAL (PRIVATE) DATA

Employee data from private actors (for example private suppliers of home care,

employees from companies that clean hospitals)

~)
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FROM SE TS TO VACCINATION

Howdowe targetthe individualcitizen?

SEGMENTATION

{ !

4

CHANNEL TYPES

Stationary

Mobile

Proactive

ACTORS

Testcenter

Danmark

Medical practices

Hospitals

Regional, mobile

units

Municipal health

services

Private vaccination

services

of INITIATION COMMUNICATION

bls The chronically ill
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Citizens who are at

oll ¢ particular risk e-Boks

Healthcare Apps
workers Push (MinSundhed,

MinLaege)
Essential workers

Pull Coronaprover.dk,
$ sundhed.dk

Young people Call centre

]

Geography

Additional

population
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Howquicklycanthe populationbe vaccinated?
A simulation model can show us how quickly the various segments
can be vaccinated as well as predict potential bottlenecks in the

(system, estimate waiting time etc. The model can also test the ”

robustness of various scenarios.

Model |S x
Vaccination

process/channelsThe model can be used with regard to planning, optimisation,
management, decisions regarding prioritisation as well as

communications efforts.

Conditions that can be included in a model;

= Availability of doses over time (distributed on type of vaccine)

= Division into and prioritisation of segments

= Geographical differences with regard to reproduction rate

= Limitations in terms of logistics (storage capacity, supply chains

and, especially, cold chain, multi-dose vaccines etc.)

= Administration capacity within the channels/the actors

= Defection (no show) and waste (theft/damage)

= Numbers for the effects of the various types of vaccines, including
any needs for revaccination.

Rails (a conductor)

The simulation must be repeated periodically in order to follow Li

Flow.= 1
changes within the segments as well to update assumptions.
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CAPACITY MANAGEMENT: DELOITTE'S SIMULATION MODEL FOR THE

us

Howsimulationcan supportthe continuous management ofthe testprogrammes
andthevaccinationprogrammes
D.SMaRT is a simulation model which the US authorities use to evaluate the effects of tests and vaccine distribution on the infection rate and

hospital admissions. In a Danish context, a simulation of the vaccination programme might provide information for SSI's modelling.

Testing Rate per 100 Vaccination Rate per 100 Simulation
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The effect of the programme, the effects of the various types of vaccines, contraindications, supply, coverage/compliance and dosage
multi-dose vaccines).



Optimisationoflogistics is the keyto aquickand efficient distribution

A cohesive supply chain from central storage unit to point of use must be determined.

+ Access to central storage
unit(s) with the necessary

cooling capacity and gearing to

handle distribution

+ Internal distribution

agreements in Denmark

+ Model for handling of vaccines

in connection with mobile and

proactive vaccination

+ Monitoring of compliance with

cooling requirements through
the supply chain

© @eop
Manufacturing Refrigerated
and packaging transport Cold storage

warehouse

©@o®®-0
Refrigerated Cold storage Refrigerated Health care

transport warehouse transport facilities
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Momentum requires parallel handling

ofpreparation, establishment and

management of the various parts of

the vaccination programme.

This also requires a solid organisation

ofthe full programme.
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Considerations regardingprogramme organisation

- The complexity and the size

of the vaccination task will

require an actual

programme organisation.

There will be a need for

secondments of significant
competencies/ employees
from the various actors into

the programme (with

appertaining mandates).

Early establishment of a

solid programme plan,
including identification of

dependencies, risk

management etc., is

needed.
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PROGRAMME TRACKS
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A structured programme plan is necessary for the distribution of COVID-19

NaN Sogramme tracks must be executed in parallel, which means that continuous handling of dependencies is necessary.

Track 0: Mobilisation

Establishment of programme organisation

Track 1: Strategy and prioritisation

Completion of strategy and prioritisation
principles

Track 2: Channel strategy

Definition of channel strategy

Track 3: Communications

Preparation and completion of communications

plan

Track 4: Data and monitoring

Establishment of data units and processes for

monitoring

Track 5: Digital processes

Set-up and integration of a digital booking system

Track 6: Supply chain

Establishment of logistics and tracking processes
for distribution

Track 7: Operational segmentation and

completion
Distribution of vaccines

Track 8: Monitoring of effects

Monitoring of data from vaccine recipients

December January

4 50 51 52 53 1 2 3 4

Kick-off

Strategy completed

Channel strategy completed

Initial

Communications plfpmmuniesy
ive

completed citizen

Data unit established

Digital process set-up

First doses arrive in DK

February March

5 6 7 8 9 10

First roll-out completed
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April
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Third roll-out completed
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